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ABSTRACT The mechanosensitive channel of large conductance, MscL, serves as a biological emergency release valve
protecting bacteria from acute osmotic downshock, and is to date the best characterized mechanosensitive channel. The
N-terminal region of the protein has been shown to be critical for function by random, site-directed, and deletionmutagenesis, yet is
structurally poorly understood.Onemodel proposes that the extremeN-termini forma cluster of amphipathic helices that serves as
a cytoplasmic second gate, separated from the pore-forming transmembrane domain by a ‘‘linker’’. Here, we have utilized cysteine
trapping of single-cysteine mutated channels to determine the proximity, within the homopentameric complex, of residues within
and just peripheral to this proposed linker. Our results indicate that all residues in this region can form disulfide bridges, and that the
percentage of dimers increases when the channel is gated in vivo. Functional studies suggest that oxidation traps one of these
mutated channels, N15C, into a gating-transition state that retains the capacity to obtain both fully openand closed states. Thedata
are not easily explained by current models for the smooth transition from closed-to-open states, but predict that an asymmetric
movement of one or more of the subunits commonly occurs upon gating.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to detect mechanical stimuli underlies multiple and

diverse physiological processes including hearing and touch

senses, vestibular function, blood pressure regulation, heart

mechanoelectric feedback, gravitropism, and osmoregulation

(1–5). Mechanosensitive channels are postulated to be the

primary transducers of mechanosensation. But, despite their

unquestionable importance, little is known of these channels at

the molecular level in higher organisms, primarily because of

the complexity of mechanosensory organs and the very low

abundance of cells and channels in the systems in which they

are found. In contrast, microbial mechanosensitive channels

have been extremely tractable, serving as a paradigm for how

ion channels can sense and respond to mechanical forces. Four

MS channel activities have been characterized in bacteria: the

mechanosensitive channel of large conductance,MscL; smaller

conductance, MscS; miniconductance, MscM; and one that is

K1-regulated, MscK (6–8). The physiological role of MscS

and MscL channels is to act as turgor-operated emergency

valves for solute release and rapid homeostatic adjustment in

the event of an osmotic downshock (sudden change to a lower

osmolarity environment). Indeed, a DmscL/DmscS double

mutant bacterial strain shows more than a 10-fold increase in

cell lysis upon osmotic downshock when compared to the

parental strain (9).

The first gene shown to encode amechanosensitive channel

activity is mscL from Escherichia coli (10). The encoded

MscL protein (Eco-MscL) is relatively small consisting of

136 amino acids with two transmembrane domains (TM1 and

TM2), a periplasmic loop, and both the amino and carboxyl

terminal facing the cytoplasm (11). Several studies utilizing

random and site-directed mutagenesis have identified the

most cytoplasmic region of TM1 as essential for normal

channel activity, and have lead to the postulation of a gating

mechanism (12,13). The crystallization and structural reso-

lution to 3.5 Å of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis ortholog
(Tb-MscL) in the closed, or nearly closed, state confirmed the

previous topological analysis of Eco-MscL (11) and revealed

that the channel is a homopentamer (14). Two models have

been proposed for the structure of Eco-MscL. First, Sukharev,

Guy, and their colleagues (15,16) generated detailed struc-

tural models (SGmodel) of Eco-MscL in its closed, open, and

transitional states during gating, based on the Tb-MscL crys-

tal structure,molecularmodeling, anddisulfide trappingexperi-

ments. A second model of MscL gating was proposed by

Perozo, Martinac, and their colleagues (PM model), and was

based on data from site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL) and

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy studies

(17). Both models propose that a sharp tilting of the trans-

membrane domains toward the plane of the membrane occurs

during gating. Although the two models disagreed on the

direction and degree of the rotation of the TM1 helix, thus

predicting a completely different set of residues to line the

pore in the open state, a resolution to this discrepancy, largely

consistent with the PM model, has recently been proposed

(18).
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The crystallization of Tb-MscL was a breakthrough to the

understanding of the channel; however, not all of the protein

was resolved, with the extreme N-terminal portion of MscL

missing from the crystal structure (starts at residue R11). As

mentioned by the authors, residues before V15 are disordered

in the crystal, presumably because of a high mobility (14).

Although no direct structural data are available, the functional

relevance of the N-terminal region has been experimentally

demonstrated. Deletion of only 11 amino acids at the MscL

extremeN-terminal end leads to a nonfunctional channel (19);

random mutagenesis experiments showed that expression of

MscL channels with an N15D, G14E, or R13C substitution

alters channel function and leads to a slowed-growth gain-of-

function (GOF) in vivo phenotype (20). Finally, Kumánovics

et al. (21) found a motif, NhhD (where h is hydrophobic),

found near the cytoplasmic membrane before a transmem-

brane domain (N15-D18 in Eco-MscL), is extremely con-

served among very diverse families of channels including

bacterial MscL, voltage-gated, polycystin, Drosophila TRP,

and human TRP-like channels. The authors hypothesized that

this conserved motif is a functional component of sensor

modules; consistent with this interpretation, mutation of this

region leads to misfunctioning channels in virtually every

sensor-channel family in which it is found (21).

Because of its clear functional importance but lack of

structural data, the N-terminal region of MscL remains

mysterious. The SG model of Eco-MscL predicted that the

N-terminal region forms an a-helix (S1) essential for channel
gating. It furthermore predicts that in the pentameric channel

the S1 domains form a helical bundle that constitutes a

‘‘second gate’’. According to the model, the channel remains

closed even after the TM1 domains have accomplished

significant tilting within the membrane and have expanded

to form a large vestibule. The sequential separation of S1

segments are employed to explain the substates observed in

patch clamp (15,16). The delayed expansion of S1 in this

model predicted that the three ‘‘linker’’ residues, Arg-13,

Gly-14, and Asn-15, should be very flexible to serve as a

‘‘string’’ linking expanding TMs to the still-closed S1 bundle.

As support of their hypothesis, the authors note that the length

of this region is highly conserved and there is an essentially

invariant glycine at position 14 that has more conformational

freedom than other residues (16). In the SG transition-state

models, the linker and TM1 domains are predicted to move in

a symmetrical, smooth, and orderlymanner. The PMmodel is

consistent with aspects of the SG model; residues G14–V17

showed the highest mobility of the TM1 region, possibly

reflecting its flexibility (17). Despite the models that have

been proposed, the specific movements of the linker domain

during the gating process have not been tested.

Here, we have utilized an existing cysteine library (22) and

a cysteine-trapping approach to determine the proximity of

residues R13–D18 in MscL pentameric structure. Because

residues 13–18 are predicted by the SG models to not only

contain the ‘‘linker’’ between S1 and TM1, but also the first

few residues at the beginning of the TM1 domain, for

simplicity we refer to this area as the S1-TM1 linker region.

By using an osmotic downshock to gate the channels in

vivo, we compare the ability of these cysteine-substituted

residues to interact with their counterpart in neighboring

subunits in the unstressed and osmotically shocked condi-

tions. Our results suggest that residues in this region often

approach each other during the closed-to-open transition. In

light of the current models for the gating of MscL, these

findings cannot be easily explained unless asymmetric move-

ments between the subunits occur in the gating process. The

functional consequences of this interaction for one mutant,

N15C, were particularly enlightening: the covalent interac-

tion of this residue within the complex appears to occur

rapidly and efficiently, and not only still allows the channel to

achieve what appears to be a normal and fully open state,

demonstrating the flexibility of the region, but also increases

the probability of channel gating by 100-fold. Together, the

data suggest that we have trapped the channel into a normal

transition state that retains the capacity to attain both closed

and fully open states.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains and cell growth

E. coli strain PB104 (DmscLTCm) (11) was used as host for the pB10

expression constructs (11,19,20,23). PB104was used for the in vivo cysteine-

trapping experiments and for electrophysiological analysis in which MscS

was used as an internal control. Cultures were routinely grown in Lennox

Broth media (LB) (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) plus ampicillin (100mg/

ml) in a shaker-incubator at 37�C and rotated at 250 cycles per minute.

Expression was induced by addition of 1 mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyr-

anoside (IPTG) (Anatrace, Maumee, OH). Culture growth was measured as

the optical density (OD) 600 of the cultures at 30-min intervals.

Western blot analysis

Single colonieswere grown inLB in a shaker-incubator at 37�C to an early log

phase (OD600 of 0.2–0.3), anddiluted 1:1 in LBmedia supplementedwith 1M

NaCl.At this point IPTGwas added to a final concentration of 1mM to induce

MscL protein expression. Cultures were grown to an OD600 of 0.3–0.4 and

then diluted 20-fold in prewarmed (37�C) distilled water (shock) or in 500

mM NaCl LB media (mock-shock) and returned to the shaker-incubator for

20 min. Cells were pelleted in a microfuge and resuspended in nonreducing

Laemmli buffer (62.5 mM Tris pH 6.8 (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA),

25% v/v glycerol, 2% w/v sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 0.01% w/v

bromophenol blue (Sigma, St. Louis, MO)) in a final volume normalized by

the OD600 before dilution. At this point 3% b-mercaptoethanol was added to

half of each sample; all sampleswere heated at 70�C for 4min and centrifuged

for 2 min at 14,0003 g before resolution in a 4–20% gradient Tris-Cl

polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Proteins were electrotrans-

ferred to Immobilon polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore,

Billerica, MA) at 100 mV for 70 min. Western blot analysis was performed

using primary antibodies against the MscL C-terminus as previously

described (19) and the Immobilon Detection Reagents kit (Millipore)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. X-ray sensitive film (Blue Bio

Film, Denville Scientific, Metuchen, NJ) was exposed to the blotted

membranes. Quantification was done by measuring the density of the bands

using the Scion Image software (National Institutes of Health).
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Electrophysiology

E. coli giant spheroplasts were generated and used in patch-clamp experi-

ments as described previously (12). To ensure there is no channel clustering,

which could allow interactions between neighboring channels and complicate

the interpretations of the results, we kept the expression levels low by

decreasing the induction times to,10min. Thus, expression level was;5–20

channels per patch. This was done merely as an added precaution, since, in

contrast to MscK (7), no evidence of clustering of MscL channels has been

observed either by visualization of channels in spheroplasts (24) or when the

number of channels per patch has been monitored ((25); this study). Thus,

intercomplex disulfide bridges seem unlikely. Excised, inside-out patches

were examined at room temperature under symmetrical conditions using a

buffer comprised of 200 mM KCl, 90 mMMgCl2, 10 mM CaCl2, and 5 mM

HEPES pH 6 (Sigma, St. Louis,MO).When indicated, 30%H2O2 (Sigma) or

1M dithiothreitol (DTT) (Sigma) were added to, or perfused into the bath to a

final concentration of 1–5% v/v or 1–10 mM, respectively.

Recordings were performed at �20 mV (positive pipette). Data were

acquired at a sampling rate of 20 kHz with a 5-kHz filter using an AxoPatch

200B amplifier in conjunction with Axoscope software (Axon Instruments,

Union City, CA). A piezoelectric pressure transducer (World Precision

Instruments, Sarasota, FL) was used to monitor the pressure throughout the

experiments.TheMscL thresholdwasdefinedas thepressure atwhichopenings

were observed at least every 0.5–2 s. Measurements before and after treatment

were compared. To compare channel tension sensitivity between mutated and

wild-type channels, the thresholdwas expressedasa fractionof the threshold for

MscS,whichwasused as an internal control as previously described (12,19,20).

Open probability (Po) analysis and amplitude measurements were performed

using Clampfit9 from Pclamp9, whereas Fetchan6 and Pstat6 from Pclamp8

software were used for kinetics analysis (Axon Instruments).

RESULTS

Residues of the S1-TM1 linker region of MscL
show activity-dependent interactions

Although the S1-TM1 linker region of MscL is immediately

cytoplasmic to the pore of the channel (see the crystal

structure; Fig. 1A), highly conserved (Fig. 1B) and critical for
channel function (20,21,26), little is known of its structural

and functional properties. To test the proximity of the like

residues in the pentameric structure in this region (R13–D18)

we scanned an existing cysteine library (22) for interactions

that occur in vivo before and subsequent to an osmotic

downshock, which has been shown to be a normal stimulus

for channel gating (27); such a stimulus has been demon-

strated to gate the MscL channel in vivo, even in the presence

of all other mechanosensitive channels (28). After such an

osmotic downshock (OS) or a dilution into a media of the

same osmolarity (mock-shock (MS)), cells were harvested

and protein interactions analyzed bymonitoring the formation

of dimers using Western blot. Note that in contrast to other

studies where disulfide trapping was used to assess the

proximity of residues within the MscL complex (15,29), we

lysed cells immediately after harvesting by solubilizing in

SDS Laemmli buffer. This approach was chosen over other

widely used lysis methods, such French press, to preferen-

tially monitor disulfide bridges that occur in vivo rather than

interactions occurring during the cell disruption or subsequent

to protein solubilization in nondenaturing detergent.

The results of this scan are shown in Fig. 2. In the absence of

an osmotic downshock, only N15C and D18C consistently

formed significant amounts of dimers, with less dimerization

observed for the G14C mutant (Fig. 2 A, upper panel). When

the same cells were exposed to an osmotic downshock, all the

mutants showed a significant increase in disulfide bridging

(Fig. 2 A, lower panel). The graph in Fig. 2 B is a quantifi-

cation of the data derived frommultiple experiments (n$ 11)

FIGURE 1 Structural localization and conservation of S1-TM1 linker

region. (A) Schematic representations of MscL based on theM. tuberculosis

crystal structure (left) (14), which some evidence now suggests is in a

‘‘nearly closed’’ state (22,33), and the SG model for the closed structure of

the E. coliMscL that was derived from it (right) (15,16). Lateral views of the

homopentameric complex are shown with the residues that were cysteine

substituted in this study (or the analog in M. tuberculosis) highlighted in

black (R13–D18 in E. coli and R11–D16 in M. tuberculosis). (B) The result
of an alignment of MscL residues R13–D18 from 129 homologs from

different species is shown. Larger font sizes and darker boxes reflect more

conserved residues. Black boxes are conserved in 80–99% of the aligned

species (G14 99%, N15 98%, V16 80%, D18 91%). Dark boxes containing

white fonts are conserved in 40–80% (R13 55%, K13 45%). Light gray

boxes with white fonts 20–40% (V17 35%, I17 36%); lighter gray boxes

with black font 5–20% (M17 14%, L17 11%), while very light gray boxes

with letters in black fonts 2–5%, and no box reflects ,2%. The alignment

was generated using the ClustalW multiple sequence alignment program. A

list of the species of the aligned proteins is available in online Supplemen-

tary Material.
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similar to the example shown in Fig.2 A. The amount of

dimers, presented as a percentage of the total MscL, is shown

for each mutant after a mock-shock (gray) or an osmotic

downshock (black).
To determine the reversibility and specificity of these

reactions, we performed a more detailed set of experiments.

As shown in Fig. 3 A for the N15Cmutant, the observed inter-

actions betweenMscL subunits could be completely reversed

by the presence of the reducing agent b-mercapto-ethanol

(bME) as well as DTT, indicating that dimerization was

indeed due to disulfide bridge formation by the introduced

cysteines. No MscL protein was detected from cells contain-

ing only vector, whereas wild-type (WT) MscL showed only

monomers and no dimer formation (Fig. 3 B). All of the

residues in the S1-TM1 linker region showed some dimer-

ization.We therefore sought a negative control to demonstrate

that dimerization is not an inherent property ofMscL channels

that have substitutions in and around this region of the protein.

One mutant, I24C, is in a neighboring subdomain and has an

a-carbon distance between subunits in the crystal structure

(9.34 Å) and the current model of the closed E. coli channel
(9.97 Å) similar to those in the S1-TM1 linker; however, no

dimerization was detected for this mutant, even after the

cells were osmotically downshocked (Fig. 3 B). Hence, the
dimerization observed in the S1-TM1 linker region appears

to be specific.

Functional characterization of S1-TM1 linker
region mutants

To correlate the structural changes induced by oxidation with

the functional changes in channel activity we further charac-

terize the mutants by patch clamp. Unlike the cysteine-

trapping experiments described above, oxidizing agents were

used in these functional experiments to have a more homo-

geneous population of channels in the same oxidative state in

the patch membrane. Channel activities from giant sphero-

plasts expressing each of the mutants were studied in reduc-

ing and oxidizing conditions (see details in Materials and

Methods).

As previously described, R13C activity was rarely ob-

served unless a reducing agent was added to the patch buffer,

and under reduced conditions this mutant gates at lower

pressures than wild-type MscL (22). In contrast to these data,

but consistentwith a previous study, the cysteine substitutions

at residues G14 and D18 lead to nonfunctional channels that

only gated when very high pressures were applied to the patch

(21). This observed lack of activity was independent of the

presence of a reducing agent in the bath, suggesting that the

cysteine substitutions themselves, and not disulfide bridges,

produced the observed decrease in functional activity. On the

other hand,V16 andV17 cysteine substitutions lead to channel

activities with no significant differences from wild-type; no

evident changes in their membrane tension sensitivity, con-

ductance, or open probability (Po) were observed between

oxidizing and reducing conditions with full amplitudes

achieved in both conditions.

The N15C MscL mutant yielded the most remarkable

results of the set in that the biochemical changes were clearly

reflected in channel activity, as shown in Fig. 4 A. In contrast
to mutants showing a decreased activity or lock-closed

nature upon oxidation that is observed in other cysteine

mutants (above; (15,22)), the Po of N15C MscL dramatically

increased with the addition of 1% H2O2 to the patch buffer.

Note that a constant pressure was applied to the patch, and

that the increase in Po could be reversed by perfusion with a

solution containing 1 mM DTT (Fig. 4 A), thus confirming

FIGURE 2 Activity-dependent disulfide bridging between residues of the

S1-TM1 linker region of MscL. (A) Western blots of MscL protein with

single-cysteine substitutions; the sites of mutation range from residues R13–

D18. Cells expressing each of the mutants were either diluted in a medium of

the same osmolarity (mock-shock, upper panel) or osmotically down-

shocked (lower panel). MscL protein was found as either a monomer (1X

arrows) or dimer (2X arrows) due to disulfide bridging between cysteines

within the pentameric complex. The delayed migration of the monomers and

dimers of D18C is consistent, and perhaps due to the removal of the charge.

(B) Quantification of several experiments similar to the one shown in Fig.

2 A. The bars reflect the percentage of MscL protein existing as dimers,

calculated from the optical density (represent the mean6 SE from at least 11

independent experiments). Gray bars correspond to mock-shocked whereas

black bars correspond to osmotically shocked samples. Student’s t-test was

applied as two-tailed paired for each set (**) p , 0.00005, (*) p , 0.0005.
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that the observed effects are due to a change in the oxidative

state of the channel. Similar results were obtained in multiple

experiments and their quantification is shown in Fig. 4 B.
The histogram of the log of NPo was plotted versus time and

shows that the increase in opening probability occurs within

an extremely short timescale, yet is long lasting if kept under

nonreduced conditions. Increases in N15C Po were observed

when other oxidative agents such as copper-phenanthroline

(n ¼ 4) or iodine (n ¼ 3) were added to the bath, whereas

none of these oxidative agents affected WT MscL activity

(see supplemental figure in Supplementary Material). These

results suggest that oxidation traps the N15C MscL channel

into a conformation, presumably a normal transition state,

which requires less energy for gating the channel.

The oxidized form of N15C achieves a normal
open state

Although the experiments above demonstrated that under

oxidizing conditions the N15C mutant has a higher probabil-

ity of gating, it does not indicate if a fully open state could be

achieved and maintained. To address this question, a more

detailed analysis of N15C MscL channel activity was per-

formed, and parameters including threshold, conductance,

and kinetics were compared in the presence of 1 mM DTT

(reduced conditions) or 1% H2O2 (oxidative conditions).

Results of these experiments were compared to wild-type

MscL values and are summarized in Table 1.

Although the mean threshold for the reduced N15C was

slightly higher than that forwild-type, thiswas not statistically

significant. However, as expected from the observed increase

in N15C Po upon oxidation, the pressure required to elicit

channel activity in reducing conditions was significantly

higher than that required in oxidizing conditions. This is

reflected in the threshold values (ratio between MscL

threshold and that of the internal control MscS, as described

in Materials and Methods) shown in Table 1. Together, those

data demonstrate that the observed increase in Po upon

oxidation is due to an increase in sensitivity of the oxidized

N15C mutant to membrane tension.

Channel kinetics also correlated with the different oxida-

tive states of the complex. Under reducing conditions (DTT

in the patch buffer), N15C activity was characterized by very

short open dwell times when compared to those of wild-type

FIGURE 3 Disulfide bridging of MscL is mutant and oxidative-environment dependent. (A) Western blot analysis of samples from cells expressing N15C

MscL protein after a mock-shock (MS) or an osmotic downshock (OS). N15C MscL protein exists as a monomer (1X arrow) or dimer (2X arrow), depending

upon whether disulfide bonds are formed (left panel). The addition of b-mercapto-ethanol (bME) to a final concentration of 3% or DTT to 100 mM to the N15C

samples was sufficient to completely reduce the disulfide bridges between cysteines from different subunits, thus leaving all the protein in its monomeric form

(right panel). (B) Negative controls. Western blot analysis of samples from cells after an osmotic downshock. NoMscL protein was detected in cells containing

only vector (Ø), and dimers were absent in cells expressing either wild-type MscL or an independent TM1 MscL cysteine mutant, I24C.

FIGURE 4 The open probability of N15C MscL increases rapidly under oxidative conditions. (A) Representative trace of N15C channel activity recorded

from an inside-out patch from E. coli giant spheroplasts. The reversible effects of oxidation on channel activity are shown. After the addition of H2O2, the open

probability (Po) of the channel increased dramatically (;100-fold). This effect could be reversed by perfusion with a solution containing 1 mM of the reducing

agent DTT, but absent of the H2O2 oxidant. Bars under the trace indicate the time in which the indicated drugs were present in the bath. Although a continuous

trace, the double diagonal bars (//) reflect ;15 s of the recording removed during the perfusion. A constant negative pressure of �200 mm Hg was applied to

the patch throughout the entire trace shown. (B) Quantification of the change in NPo upon oxidation. NPo was binned in 5-s time spans with negative values

corresponding to the time before the addition of H2O2 to the bath. Each recording was normalized independently to the average NPo values before the

treatment. Bars correspond to the mean 6 SE of nine experiments. Note that the y axis is logarithmic, and that the full effect is seen within the shortest time

accurately measured (5 s).
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(Fig. 5, left graph; Table 1). When experiments were per-

formed in the presence of 1% H2O2 (oxidative conditions),

longer open dwell times, similar to those of wild-type, were

observed (Fig. 5, right graph; Table 1). Surprisingly, a full

conductance, indistinguishable from wild-type MscL, was

observed for N15C not only in reduced but also oxidized

conditions (Table 1). In addition, fewer events reached full

openings in the reduced state, as can be seen in the inserts in

Fig. 5. Hence, even though neighboring subunits are linked

by disulfide bridges, as indicated by the biochemical anal-

ysis, the channels are actually more likely to obtain a stable

and fully conducting open state.

DISCUSSION

Although the S1-TM1 linker region of the MscL protein is

extremely conserved (see Fig.1 B) and is critical in channel

gating (15,16,20,21), its role is not immediately obvious from

the crystal structure. Notably, the adjacent N-terminal cyto-

plasmic region is not even resolved in the Tb-MscL crystal

structure, with the structure starting at R11 (analogous to R13

of Eco-MscL). In the subsequently proposed and more

speculative SG model for the gating of Eco-MscL, residues

R13–N15 have been postulated to be a linker between two

critical domains: a predicted amphipathic a-helix at the

extreme N-terminal region of the protein, S1, and the first

transmembrane domain, TM1 (15,16). Here, in an attempt to

better understand the structural and functional properties of

this region in the closed and closed-to-open transition states of

the channel, we probed the proximity of residues R13–D18 in

the MscL pentameric structure. The results clearly indicate

that residues in this region can be in quite close proximity, and

some appear to approach their analogous residues on neigh-

boring subunits subsequent to osmotic shock.

Although the osmotic shock that is used in this study has

previously been shown to gate the MscL channel, even when

MscS and other channels are expressed (28), one cannot rule

out the possibility that an increase in dimerization is due to a

more oxidative environment effected by the gating of MS

channels. Indeed, the observation that all of the mutants show

an increase in dimer formation upon osmotic downshock

would be consistent with this interpretation. However, the

increase observed is not constant between mutants, as would

be expected if redox was the only factor. For example, R13C

normally shows a small amount of dimerization that increases

.18-fold when subjected to osmotic downshock, whereas

V16C andV17C, which also showmodest dimerization when

untreated, have only a 4–5-fold increase upon osmotic

downshock. The most likely interpretation is that the osmotic

downshock leads to specific gating transition states, and that

each residue has a unique probability for approaching their

analogs within the complex and forming dimers upon these

structural changes. Hence, whereas changes in the redox

environment of the cell play some role in the increase in

dimerization observed, it is likely that much of this increase in

many of the mutants is due to structural rearrangements that

occur as the channel gates.

The finding that the residues within the MscL linker region

studied are able to spontaneously disulfide-bridge, or that this

ability may increase when MscL is gated, is not predicted by

any of the current structural models for the closed, open, or

transition states of the channel. To date, the best available

TABLE 1 Electrophysiological characterization of N15C MscL mutant under different oxidative conditions

Tension sensitivity Kinetics (ms)

Strain/Reagent Threshold MscL/MscS Amplitude (pA) t2 t3

Wild-type 1.55 6 0.06 81.3 6 0.9 9.5 6 3.3 28.3 6 9.5

N15C/H2O2 1.40 6 0.05* 82.8 6 0.8 3.8 6 0.9y 23.8 6 5.7

N15C/DTT 1.73 6 0.08§ 83.3 6 0.9 1.0 6 0.1yz 5.5 6 1.1yz

Tension sensitivity was derived using MscS as an internal control as described in Materials and Methods. Values are the mean 6 SE from at least 10 patches

that were derived from at least two independent spheroplast preparations. Kinetics were fit assuming three time constants; the shortest (t 1) is below

resolution (,1 ms). Kinetic values were derived from at least 1000 events and two independent spheroplast preparations.

*p # 0.001, by two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t test against wild-type MscL.
yp # 0.0001, by two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t test against wild-type MscL.
zp # 0.05, by two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t test against H2O2 treated.
§p # 0.001, by two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t test against H2O2 treated.

FIGURE 5 Oxidative conditions lead to increased open dwell times of the

N15C MscL mutant. The histograms depict the open dwell distribution of

N15C in a reduced (DTT, left) and oxidized (H2O2, right) state. Dwell times

were fit with a three components model, as has been described before for

wild-type channels and other mutants (19). The inserts within each graph are

representative traces of channel activities observed in each condition.
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structural data of MscL are derived from the crystal structure

of the Eco-MscL homolog from M. tuberculosis (Tb-MscL)

that was solved by Chang et al. in its closed or nearly closed

state (14) (Fig.1 A). The SG model of E. coli MscL depicts a

detailed gating transition from the closed to the open state of

the channel with several intermediate states (15,16). We used

these two available closed structures, the Tb-MscL crystal

structure and the closed Eco-MscL proposed by SG model

(Fig.1 A), to determine the predicted distances between the

a-carbon atoms from two neighboring subunit residues for

R11–D16 in Tb-MscL and the analogous R13–D18 in

Eco-MscL. As shown in Table 2, all distances were 9.3 Å

or greater, larger than that the 3.6–6.8 Å distance usually

required for disulfide bridging two cysteines (30,31). Two

models also exist for Eco-MscL in its open state. The SG

model, mentioned above, derived from molecular modeling

(15,16); a second is the PMmodel, based on studies using site-

directed spin-labeling (SDSL) and electron paramagnetic res-

onance (EPR) spectroscopy (17,32). In both models, distances

between residues in this linker region increase as the channel

opens. Measurements of the predicted distances between

a-carbons of residues R13–D18 from neighboring subunits in

these open-structure models predict an increase in all the dis-

tances relative to the closed state (Table2).Hence, the observed

spontaneous bridging between these residues is not easily

explained by any current models for the closed or open states.

Although the biochemical data demonstrating the forma-

tion of disulfide bridges at several specific locations are

irrefutable, some of the electrophysiological studies can be

more difficult to interpret due to loss of or unchanging channel

activity. For example, consistent with a previous report (22),

we find that a cysteine substitution of residue G14 or D18

leads to channels that are not functional in vivo and require

very high pressures to open in patch clamp; the presence of a

reducing agent did not affect the loss of membrane tension

sensitivity of these mutants (this study; (22)). In contrast,

V16C and V17Cmutants did not show significant differences

in in vivo function (22) or in membrane tension sensitivity

(this study) when compared to wild-type MscL activity. Here

we extend this finding and demonstrate that although disulfide

bridges are generated at each of these sites, no significant

changes in sensitivity or conductance are observed upon

treatment with either H2O2 or DTT. This suggests that either

the disulfide bridging has no effect, or the bridged channels

become less sensitive and are not easily measured. Hence,

although the biochemical data demonstrate that activity-

modified disulfide bridges occur at these locations, the nega-

tive results obtained by patch clamp make the data in these

specific instances more difficult to interpret.

Within the S1-TM1 linker region, one residue, R13, has

repeatedly been found to be of unique functional importance.

In a random mutagenesis study R13C MscL was found

to effect a slowed-grow GOF phenotype in vivo (20,22).

However, two independent experiments suggest that recon-

stitution of the charge can remediate the phenotype. First, an

in vivo SCAM study demonstrated that an osmotic down-

shock-induced cell death phenotype of cells expressing this

mutant can be partially reversed by the addition of the

positively charged MTSET sulfhydryl reagent (18). Second,

when R13 was substituted with histidine, the cells expressing

the mutated channel showed a GOF phenotype that could be

remediated by restoring the positive charge by growth at

lower pH (33). Several lines of evidence also suggest that in

some conformation(s) theR13 residues are in close proximity.

In patch-clamp experiments, the R13H MscL activity was

inhibited by the presence of metal ions (33) suggesting a

cluster of multiple histidine residues led to metal ion coor-

dination (34–38). In addition, we have demonstrated that in

patch clamp, R13C is often found as a locked-closed channel

that is best observed in the presence of a reducing agent in the

bath (this study; (22)). Finally, here we demonstrate that

disulfide bridges at R13 aremore likely to be observed in vivo

when the channel is gated by osmotic downshock. These re-

sults are all consistent with the hypothesis that in the pen-

tameric structure the normally positively charged arginines

from each subunit approach each other during the closed-to-

open transition; the lack of a charged residue at this position

lowers the energy required for the channel to open, thus

leading to a GOF phenotype.

Of all residues within the region studied here, N15C gave

the most interpretable and surprising results. The findings that

dimerization in vivo was increased upon osmotic downshock

and, more significantly, that oxidative conditions increase

the probability of channel opening in patch clamp strongly

suggest that disulfide bridge formation occurs in a closed-

to-open transition state. But, does this occur in a normal

TABLE 2 Predicted distances between a-carbons of residues from neighboring subunits

Tb-MscL residues Crystal structure Eco-mscL residues SG model (closed) SG model (open) PM model (open)

R11 18.5 R13 13.0 26.1 N/A

G12 17.6 G14 13.8 25.7 23.7

N13 13.4 N15 10.5 29.0 26.4

I14 9.3 V16 10.6 29.8 25.1

V15 10.5 V17 12.6 30.8 21.0

D16 12.8 D18 10.0 27.9 22.7

The distances between a-carbons of each specified residue from the two closest neighboring subunits. Measurements were made in M. tuberculosis using the

published crystal structure coordinates (closed state) (14), the in E. coli SG model (closed and open states) (15,16), and in E. coli PM model (open state) (17)

utilizing the ViewerLite program from Accelrys Software (San Diego, CA). All distances are in angstroms.
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transition state or in a state tangential to the normal gating

pathway? Put another way, one possible explanation for the

data is that the region is extremely flexible, and that at some

rate random movements allow the channel to get trapped in a

rarely observed state. Indeed, both the SG (16) and PM (17)

models predict this region of the channel to be flexible, which

is consistent with our observation that the oxidized N15C

mutant can obtain fully closed and open states. However, in

patch clamp the modification of the channel activity of the

N15C mutated channel occurs as rapidly as can be measured

after an oxidizing agent is added to the bath (see Fig. 4).

Hence, not only does it appear that N15 residues can approach
their counterparts in neighboring subunits upon gating, it also

seems extremely likely that this movement is quite common,

probably occurring in the vast number of gating events.

One might expect from disulfide trapping experiments, like

those presented here, that such a covalent linkagewould lead to

channels or proteins ‘‘locked’’ into specific conformations. In

reality, however, the trapped state may not be immobile. For

example, the Tb-MscL V15Cmutant (corresponding to V17C

inEco-MscL), under oxidative conditions, has previously been

found to lock into an open state in response to pressure; the

channel then slowly and irreversibly stabilized into partially

open ‘‘signature events’’; such events occurred even after the

cessation of stimuli (29). This is likely to be species specific

since we failed to see the ‘‘signature events’’ in the analogous

V17C mutant from Eco-MscL. But notably, in the previous

study the authors found that the Tb-MscL crystal structure does

not predict that the V15 residues can easily interact with one

another within the channel complex, and therefore proposed

that their findings were likely to be the result of asymmetric

movements that often occur upon gating. A similar argument

can bemade for the trapping of the Eco-MscLN15mutant. As

discussed above and presented in Table 2, N15 seems unlikely

to interact in any known or predicted conformation if a smooth,

radially symmetric closed-to-open transition is assumed, yet

the disulfide bridging observed is very efficient. In the case of

the V15C Tb-MscL, once the disulfide bridge is formed, the

channel appears to lock into an unstable open structure and

presumably attains unnatural and irreversible conformational

states under the strain. Here we have apparently trapped N15C

Eco-MscL in a normal transition state that does not irreversibly

misfold, but instead retains the capacity to obtain both fully

closed and fully open channel states.
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